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Technical Rider – Audio 
 
Channelmap 
 

ch# instrument microphone DI box insert remark musician 
1 Bassdrum Shure Beta 52, AKG 

D112, Audix D6 or 
similar 

 Gate + compressor  Raphael Rameis 

2 OH L AKG C460, AKG C414 
or similar 

   Raphael Rameis 

3 OH R AKG C460, AKG C414 
or similar 

   Raphael Rameis 

4 Snare Shure SM57 or similar  Gate + compressor  Raphael Rameis 
5 Sampler – BD L  x  Roland SPD-S Raphael Rameis 
6 Sampler – BD R  x  Roland SPD-S Raphael Rameis 
7 Sampler L  x  Roland SPD-S Raphael Rameis 
8 Sampler R  x  Roland SPD-S Raphael Rameis 
9 Synth L  x   Harry Jen 
10 Synth R  x   Harry Jen 
11 Vocals L  x   Nicole Jaey 
12 Vocals R  x   Nicole Jaey 
13 Instrumental L  x   Nicole Jaey 
14 Instrumental R  x   Nicole Jaey 
 



 
Please provide all listed (according to the channelmap): 
-) microphones 
-) DI boxes (6,3 jack input) 
-) Compressors, Gates 
-) adequate mic stands 
 
Further provide: 
-) Power sockets according to stageplan 
-) tablespace for equipment (Nicole Jaey) with at least width 1,2 x depth 0,7m 
-) mic stand for vocal microphone (Nicole Jaey) 
-) EQing 
-) readily set up P.A. and monitor system, free from hum, at least one hour prior to sound check time  
 
 
 
 
Monitor-Sends 
 
We provide our own mixer and inear system for monitoring.  
What we need is the mixed monitoring drums signal (all signals from channelmap #1-8) via a 6,3 stereo 
jack cable to our monitoring mixer. 
Additionally we need at least 2 monitoring wedges providing the master signal on stage. 
 
 
 
 
Misc 
 
An experienced engineer who is familiar with the equipment must be present from the get-in time until the end of the 
performance. 

Doors must be closed during setup and soundcheck. 

The organizer is responsible for measures concerning safety. 

This rider is part of the contract. 

Please call if a requested item is unavailable. We are flexible but like to avoid surprises on concert day. Soundcheck will 
take aprox. 1,5 hours ( including setup ). It would be great, if you could accommodate for say 1 hour's time between the 
soundcheck and the concert.  

 
 
 
Contact  

Nicole Jaey  

e-mail: office@jaey.com  

tel: +43 6766923747  

Harry Jen 

e-mail: office@harryjen.com  

tel: +43 69910870809 

 

 
 
 
 
 


